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They're two of the biggest events on the city's calendar the Fireworks and the Pride Parade. Within 12 hours, half a
million people move in and out of the West End, largely by
transit and on foot. (Remember that number when
politicians talk about how much we need to spend to move
forty or fifty thousand people around for the Olympics.)
Though the majority of this half million are largely from
outside the neighbourhood, the West End welcomes
them (at least, most West Enders do, most of the
time). The crowds come and go largely
without incident (most of them, etc.)
Ironically, the August long weekend can
be one of the most peaceful times of
the year. In the early hours
before the major events, the
West End seems
oddly empty.

Then when the barriers go up, the sounds of car engines
are replaced by the stamp of rubber soles on asphalt and
conversation in the streets. Maybe it’s the summer time
weather, the happy expectations, the cafes and sidewalks
alive and full, but even when the West End is overwhelmed
by strangers, it seems more than ever a small town,
a neighbourhood of impromptu friends,
where everyone can watch everyone
else and comment on the
passing parade.

The Fireworks owe a lot
to SkyTrain. It brings in
countless youth from the
eastern suburbs, who can’t
or don’t want to drive, to a
supervised event that lets
them show off to each
other, and then gets them
home safely.

Vancouver is often criticized for its absence of a great civic
square. (Robson Square and the Art Gallery don’t quite
work.) In fact, our great gathering place is not in the centre
but on our edge. English Bay must surely count as one of
the world’s great theatrical spaces, able to accommodate
hundreds - or hundreds of thousands - with equal ease.
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And then, next day at noon, there’s
the Pride Parade

Due to the large size of the file,
Part 2 of Guests will be sent
tomorrow.
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